
Scandinavian Spaces reserves the right to amend any pricing/information inaccuracy found herein. 

Model COM* A B C D E F Leather

KS-160 Deli stacking base $1,048 $1,135 $1,183 $1,208 $1,230 $1,256 $1,291 $1,467

KS-161 Deli wood base $1,384 $1,471 $1,519 $1,544 $1,566 $1,592 $1,627 $1,803

KS-162 Deli castor base $1,303 $1,390 $1,438 $1,464 $1,486 $1,512 $1,547 $1,723

KS-163 Deli sled base $1,130 $1,217 $1,265 $1,291 $1,313 $1,339 $1,374 $1,550

KS-164 Deli cantilever base $1,088 $1,176 $1,224 $1,249 $1,271 $1,297 $1,332 $1,508

KS-165 Deli 4-legged base $819 $906 $954 $979 $1,001 $1,027 $1,062 $1,238
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Manufacturer:                                        |  Designer:  Thomas Pedersen

Product Description: Deli is a conference chair that pairs an organically formed seat shell with multiple base options. Deli 
combines a molded polypropylene seat shell with an upholstered seat for maximum comfort and functionality. Select from 
multiple leg options; stacking, 4-legged, wood, castors, sled, or cantilever. 

Finishes: Seat shell in standard black or white polypropylene with upholstered seat. Option for seat shell in light grey 
or mid grey. Metal legs in chrome, white lacquer or black lacquer. Wood legs in oak or ash. COM available*.

Dimensions:  W24.4” x D20.8” x H31.8” x SH17.7” (W62cm x D53cm x H81cm x SH45cm)

Accessories / Options

Metal frame (KS-160/163/164/165) in Skandiform RAL color**  for quantity of 1 - 25 units, price/unit +$124 Seat shell in light grey or mid grey, price/unit +$61

Metal frame (KS-160/163/164/165) in Skandiform RAL color ** for quantity of 1 - 25 units, price/unit +$62 Wood frame (KS-161) in black or white stain price/unit +148

Castor frame (KS-162 in Skandiform RAL color**  for quantity of 1 - 25 units, price/unit +188

Castor frame (KS162) in Skandiform RAL color ** for quantity of 1 - 25 units, price/unit +93

KS-160 
STACKING 

KS-161 
WOOD

KS-163 
SLED

KS-164 
CANTILEVER

KS-165 
4-LEGGED

KS-162 
CASTORS

*COM set-up fee $120 NET per order/brand. 
For graded-in fabric selection refer to Skandiform Fabric Chart. Yardage per stool is 0.71yd2.
**For RAL selection refer to Skandiform Color Chart.
Contact your local sales representative for custom solutions.

STANDARD COLORS METAL FRAME STANDARD COLORS WOOD FRAME STANDARD COLORS SEAT SHELL SPECIAL COLORS SEAT SHELL

WHITE BLACK CHROME OAK ASH WHITE BLACK LIGHT GREY DARK GREY


